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INTEGRATION 
COACHING

Your Coach: Denise Pirrotti Hummel, J.D.
Denise Pirrotti Hummel, J.D. is the founder of Lead Inclusively, Inc., an organization devoted to helping clients integrate business and 
H.R. strategies to optimize workplace cultures, enabling diverse talent to positively impact organizational success through inclusion. She 
has been coaching CEOs and senior leaders for over 20 years.

Ms. Hummel began her career as an employment lawyer by litigating and winning the first class action under the Americans With 
Disabilities Act. She moved into international M&A people integration, where she developed a crosscultural optimization consultancy, 
Universal Consensus, LLC, which was acquired by Ernst & Young, where she became a Principal.

She is a serial entrepreneur, IDEO™ certified in "Leading for Creativity," "TED talks™ finalist and on Marshall Goldsmith's final legacy 
team, 100 Coaches™. She is a staunch advocate of a diverse workforce, her mission has always been measurable action driving tangible 
business results.

As a successful 
senior female 
leader and 
entrepreneur 
Denise has made 
the coaching and 
advancement of 
senior female 
leaders her 
personal passion 
and speciality. 
She’s walked in 
your shoes and 
provides the 
perfect compass.

Marshall Goldsmith, 
100 Coaches

M&A Integration Credentials
• Ms. Hummel was named to the MG100, the legacy coaching team of Marshall

Goldsmith, chosen from over 16,000 candidates
• She has led teams in a law firm and two businesses, successfully exiting both

• She sold her business to Ernst & Young and learned the nuances of standing
out and fitting in in a 300,000 person organization

• By asking for what she needed and creating senior leadership buy-in, she
led a team of 40 PhDs to operationalize her organizational culture
methodology, winning EY’s innovation award

• She has an inspirational style, but is focused on empowering her
mentees to succeed; it is part of her personal mission to advance
women through senior leadership

• As a senior female leader, Denise has walked the path of moving to
senior positions within a variety of organizations and has personally
experienced and overcome many of the challenges faced by women in
the workplace today



About Marshall Goldsmith’s 100 Coaches
World-renowned business educator and coach Dr. Marshall Goldsmith is the leading 
expert in his field. His singular ability to get results for top leaders has drawn over 150 
CEOs and their management teams to address change in the workplace.

As part of his legacy project, Marshall is personally training 100 top coaches so that 
they are able to pay it forward by training additional coaches to make a positive 
difference on today's workplace. Denise Hummel was selected from over 16,000 
applicants to become one of Marshall's 100 Coaches. Lead Inclusively leverages other 
top 100 Coaches to help scale our own coaching programs.
See Denise’s 100 Coaches Profile:
www.marshallgoldsmith.com/Marshall-Goldsmith-100-Coaches-Bios

12 Month Coaching Program
For female leaders making transitions between roles and companies:

Assess: An assessment session focus group with the key
stakeholders and a private interview with the leader and her 
direct supervisor.

Measure: Creation of a baseline to measure success. These are Lead 
Inclusively goals created collaboratively in conjunction with the client. 

Coach: 24 (twice monthly) one-on-one sessions between leader
and coach with access to the coach in between sessions as necessary, 
by phone and/or email.

Track: Intermittent pulse surveys to all key stakeholders to determine 
what is on track and what needs to progress more rapidly.

Evaluate & Optimize: A conclusory focus group at the end of
the engagement period to determine whether goals have been  
achieved and whether additional support is recommended.

Contact: +1 (760) 696 0151 or info@leadinclusively.com

Stakeholder-centered 
coaching means that the 
critical stakeholders of the 
integration are consulted as 
to the baseline goals of the 
integration, against which 
the success of the coaching 
engagement is measured.

Hoshi Kanri describes a method for 
ensuring that the strategic goals of a 
company drive progress and action at 
every level within that company. In the 
case of its use during integration, it 
achieves this by aligning the goals of 
the acquiring entity (Strategy) with the 
leadership actions of the acquired 
entity (Tactics) and the work 
performed by all employees of both 
entities (Operations).
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Our Coaching Methodology

M&A Integration Coaching
   Never is there a more critical moment to appreciate and empower diverse thought and organizational culture

than at the moment a company acquires another. Notwithstanding the millions and sometimes billions in
investment, the integration strategy is often anything from non-existent to poorly aligned with the deal drivers.
Acquired entities are often smaller, less complicated operationally, less hierarchical, and employ a fraction 
of the steps from innovative thought to executing on that idea. The very entrepreneurial style of thinking,
communicating and leading can, in the new entity, become a liability. Large organizations say they want and
need disruption, but unless the acquired leader and surrounding stakeholders on both sides have the tools to 
assimilate the new entity without destroying the value drivers, the integration is doomed to failure. We use
Denise Hummel’s affiliation with Marshall Goldsmith’s 100 Coaches to scale our coaching, consultation and
workshops associated with effective integration.

1  Increased engagement of key talent,
measured through existing employee 
engagement surveys or the Lead Inclusively 
Pulse Survey (between 3 and 11%).

2  Meeting or exceeding the revenue or other
goals of integration (between 10 and 50%).

3  Increased timeliness of integration
(between 10 and 25% of original 
projection).

4  Increased retention of key talent after
the earn-out or retention bonus period 
expires (between 3 and 8 years longer  
when compared to prior deals over a  
3 year period).

Key Outcomes




